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Steelflex Dual Squat/Dead Lift (PL2300-BR)  
 

The Steelflex Dual Plate Loaded
Squat/Deadlift is made from a robust
11-gauge oval steel tube that offers
excellent strength with a modern design.
The frame is protected with a high-quality
powder coating that resists scratches,
wear and tear and sweat. This dual-
purpose squat and deadlift machine is
suitable for use in home to commercial
environments such as weight rooms in
high schools, college fitness facilities,
training studios, military and commercial
fitness centers and more. The Steelflex
PL2300 Squat/Dead Lift provides squat
and deadlift training to develop explosive
body strength. The adjustment option of
the lever movement arm adapts the user
to different body sizes. Both the straight
and curved handle design allows
exercisers to operate the independent
lifting arm more comfortably.

 CHF 2'490.00  
      

      

Features: 

The Steelflex Plate Load PL2300 squat/dead lift machine is ideal for training the leg, arm,
shoulder and back muscles.
Adjustment option for the lever movement arm adapts the user to different body sizes
Handle with 2 different designs, straight and curved position - this makes it easier for the user to
control the independent lift arm while supporting unilateral and bilateral use
independent lift arm supports unilateralandbilateral use
High density foam handles
robust 6 x 12cmpowder-coated oval steel frame
sealed bearings at all pivot points
non-slip foot rests
50mm target supports
4 weight rests for storing the discs
Color: black/red
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Application: Home to commercial continuous use, target support load capacity: approx. 200kg per arm
Machine dimensions: L106 x W175 x H165cm, weight 137kg
Options: Discs
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables such as pads)
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